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**SVKM’S NMIMS**

Shri Vile Parle Kelavani Mandal (SVKM) is a Public Charitable Trust registered under the Society’s Registration Act & Bombay Public Trust Act. SVKM has already been committed for the cause of providing high quality education at various levels.

**Narsee Monjee Institute of Management Studies (NMIMS)** is amongst the nation’s prime educational & research institutions. With more than 5000 students spanning over 50 programs across 7 disciplines, it has transformed itself to become one of the nation’s most sought after schools and it is ranked 5th among private B-schools by ‘Outlook’ and 7th best B-School in India.

**MPSTME**

Mukesh Patel School of Technology Management & Engineering has been ranked 7th “Top Emerging College of Excellence” in the country and 5th in Maharashtra state by ‘Competition Success Review’. It offers MBA Tech, B.Tech, M.Tech, M.CA and Ph.D. courses in various fields. MPSTME has world class teaching-learning environment at both campuses of Mumbai and Shirpur. The school has signed MOU with companies like IBM, EMC, ORACLE, CISCO etc to keep its engineering students up-to-date with the current trends and demands of the industry.

**DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT)**

The IT Department is having B.Tech and MBA Tech courses. The vision of IT department is that Department of IT will impart quality education and conduct research relevant to needs of the national and international community which will help to improve the quality of human life.

**OBJECTIVES**

Research areas have been broadly complimented these days by new technologies and innovations. In Information Technology various advancements have come in the areas of Big Data, Data Analytics& Visualization, Computer Networks and Image Processing. With the help of this workshop Faculties, PhD, M.E and B.E students can learn and understand various techniques that are prospective research topics in Information Technology.

**Course Contents:**
- Data Analytics using SAS, R and Clover
- Data Visualization using Tableau
- Data Mining
- Computer Networks and Image Processing

**SPEAKERS**

- **Dr. Nirmala C R**
  Professor & HOD (CSE)
  BIET, VTU

- **Prof. Sarada Samantaray**
  Associate Dean (Technology Management)
  MPSTME, NMIMS University

- **Dr. Vijay Raisinghani**
  Professor & HOD (IT)
  MPSTME, NMIMS University

- **Prof. Sanjay Sange**
  Assistant Professor
  MPSTME, NMIMS University

**ELIGIBILITY**

Graduate and Post-graduate students, research scholars, faculty members from academic institutions and universities and industry professionals.

**EVENT DETAILS**

**DATE:** 13TH-17TH July, 2015  
**TIME:** 10:00 – 17:00  
**VENUE:** Mukesh Patel School of Technology Management & Engineering, NMIMS, Mumbai.

**IMPORTANT DATES**

Last date for Registration: 12th July, 2015

**REGISTRATION FEE**

- Rs. 1000/- per participant.
- Registration fee includes tea/coffee and lunch during the period of the STTP.
- Kindly email the Registration Form to the coordinators before the deadline.

**ACCOMMODATION/TRAVEL**

Accommodation for participants will not be provided. The participants have to bear their own travelling expenses.